The inversion process to recover rock properties is typically approximated with seismic migration that is a transpose process. This transpose process limits the frequency content that should be recovered. The lower and higher frequencies that are lost can be recovered by following a migration with deconvolution.
Introduction
There is considerable opposition to applying deconvolution after migration such as: 1. deconvolution will create aliasing 2. deconvolution will increase the noise, and 3. deconvolution will produce artifacts.
Consider the following images that illustrate acquiring zero-offset data, the recorded data, and the migrated data. Ignoring any attenuation, the wavelets are identical in each trace of Figure1a. The zero-offset traces are plotted vertically below the source-receiver pair in (b), with the migrated result in (c). After migration, the dipping wavelet is rotated and maintains the same resolution as the horizontal event. The resolution is measured normal to the event, and is defined as the wavelength, measured between the two minimums on either side of the peak.
The effects of migration are further illustrated in Figure 2 that illustrates the resolution of the reflection events before (a) and after (b) migration. The dip of the reflection in part (a) is  , while after migration in (b) the dip is  , according to the migrators equation, tan sin    . The data in this figure was computed accurately to represent the true size of the wavelets, especially the wavelet of the dipping event. In Figure 2a we can see that all the wavelets are identical, while in part (b), the wavelet of the dipping event has been stretched automatically by migration to prevent aliasing. Now consider the resolution of the events before and after migration. This is illustrated with circles that define the wavelengths from the first to second minimums. In part (a) the vertical width of the wavelets are identical, as illustrated with the black circles, but when the resolution is measured normal to the dip, it is smaller, as illustrated by the smaller gray circle. The seismic data has actually increased the resolution of the dipping event.
In Figure 2b the vertical stretch of the dipping wavelet is illustrated by the large gray circle, but when measured normal to the dip, it has the same resolution as the horizontal event.
Trace deconvolution after migration raises the frequency content of a dipping wavelet beyond the Nyquist limit, and produces aliasing of this event, as identified by the first objection. To further support this objection, consider the wavelets in the recorded section of Figure 1b . All the wavelets are identical, and only one "correct" deconvolution operator is required that should be applied at this stage of processing.
The second objection is that deconvolution after migration will increase the noise. This is also true, but only if the migration algorithm is inferior and retains aliasing noise. A recorded seismic section contains noise for all dips up to 90 degrees. The dips of the reflected and diffracted energy are limited to a maximum of 45 degrees, and any energy above 45 degrees is noise. Migration should remove the noise above 45 degrees and then spread the reflection to dips that extend to 90 degrees. (We assume the velocities are constant when discussing the dips.) Removal of the noise is a straight forward process with anti-aliasing filters (AAF) in Kirchhoff and FK domain migrations, but algorithms that incorporate finite difference methods may not be able to remove this noise. Some Kirchhoff migrations may use a poor AAF (or none at all) to improve performance, while other applications deliberately retain the noise for appearance purposes to make the section "look more interpretable" or less wormy.
In these cases a deconvolution after migration may cause problems due to the implementation of a poor algorithm, not the process of deconvolution after migration.
The third objection occurs when the migration is composed of separately migrated portions. The boundaries of these "cut and pasted" sections are smoothed with a low pass filter to hide the boundary discontinuities. Deconvolution after migration may reveal these boundary discontinuities and an attempt at deconvolution would be discouraged. Examples of such algorithms could be downward continuation methods with large depth steps, or in 2D data with obliquity compensation.
Theory and Method
Two reasons for applying deconvolution after migration are:  Migration is a transpose process that approximates inversion. A true inversion includes the deconvolution as part of the algorithm.  Migration should reduce the noise content which allows the signal to noise ratio (SNR) to be extended to a higher and lower frequency. First reason: Deconvolution after migration is included in Least Squares Migration (LSM). LSM provides a true inversion of the imaging process in comparison to a migration that only performs a transpose approximation to inversion. We use Kirchhoff migration to illustrate this concept. Consider the forward process of modelling with linear algebra as  Dr s , (1) where D is a diffraction matrix, r a reflectivity structure and s the modelled seismic section. A true inversion to recover the reflectivity would be
provided D is invertable. D is usually not invertible so we make use of LSM to get an estimate of the reflectivity from
where we have ignored the stability terms. We assume that the D T D matrix is diagonally dominant, and in migration, we approximate it with the identity matrix I, which is conveniently its own inverse, i.e.,
This allows us to write an alternative estimate for the reflectivity as
which is the transpose process that we call migration, but is more correctly called a matched filter. At this point we have ignored the presence of a wavelet. The wavelet could be associated with the reflectivity or more appropriately with the diffraction as illustrated in Figure 3b .
We will now include a wavelet matrix W to be separate from D, where D is now a single valued curve as illustrated in Figure 3a . Now,
where our reflectivity matrix r is a high frequency representation of the true reflectivity, and we have the wavelet associated with the diffraction. The least squares solution of equation (3) 
Removing the inverse part of the equation and going back to the transpose solution we get
This implies that we need to "correlate" the wavelet with the wavelet that is already within the section s. That is correct, and if we did do that, we would end up with a zerophase wavelet, typical of a true matched filter that lowers the noise, raises the peak amplitude of the event, but also reduces the bandwidth. In migration, we do not include 
which preserves the bandwidth and the shape of the wavelet in the section (ignoring the rho filter), but has not removed some of the noise. It has been assumed incorrectly that this process recovered the frequencies of the migration. However there is still a wavelet contained within the seismic data matrix s that requires removal. That wavelet in s is removed by the inverse part of equation (7), or can be removed by a deconvolution after a migration that is applied with the assumptions of equation (9).
It is possible to incorporate wavelets in the diffraction matrix D using wavefield modelling. This would perform a true matched filter, after which a deconvolution would recover the best resolution of the migration. a) b) Figure 3 . Two diffractions where a) is a single valued curve, and b) is a diffraction produced by wavefront modeling that includes the wavelet and multipath arrivals.
We illustrate this concept with a true inversion that uses a computationally intensive LSM. Hence, simple models are used, as shown in Figure 4 . We show a reflectivity structure (a), a prestack migration from seismic data modelled on the structure (b), with a corresponding least LSM (c). Notice the wavelet remains with the migration, but has been substantially removed in the LSM.
These results look and are impressive, but the modelling and inversion process did not contain noise, which enabled the high frequency content of the wavelet to recover the reflectivity. Noise would have limited the bandwidth that could have been recovered. We suggest that the same resolution in Figure 4c could have been achieved with a deconvolution to the migrated section in Figure 3b . LSM is still very expensive to run and is not used in general processing. a) b) c) Figure 4 . Illustration of a) a reflectivity structure, b) a prestack migration, and c) a least squares migration.
We contend first, that LSM can be approximated with a conventional migration followed by a deconvolution, especially in areas with shallow dips. A more complex dip respecting deconvolution is required for highly structured data.
Second reason: Deconvolution essentially tries to flatten the amplitude spectrum where the SNR > 1. Energy with a SNR < 1 is considered to be noise and attenuated with filters. This is illustrated in Figure 5 which contains an exaggerated cartoon sketch of the amplitude spectrum of seismic data and three levels of noise. The first noise level represents the noise level in the raw data with a maximum frequency (MF) Fr. The second noise level is the reduced noise after stacking, and or noise removal processes to give a MF Fs. The third noise level is after a migration where the MF is now Fm. Each time we reduce noise, we increase the maximum frequency where the SNR > 1. Deconvolution applied after noise attenuation extends the bandwidth (BW) at the lower and higher frequencies, increasing the resolution of the data.
Prestack migrations do not have the advantage of stacking the data to lower the SNR prior to migration. It is therefore even more important for prestack migrations that deconvolution be applied after the migration. 
Examples
2D was acquired in 2011 in the area of Hassar, Alberta, Canada. A low-dwell Vibroseis data set was processed with a prestack Kirchhoff migration using the EOM, method and part of this data is shown in Figure 6a . A deconvolution was applied to the migrated data, and a corresponding part is shown in part (b): note the improved resolution. These data were processed with a high cut filter of 60 Hz. Bandpass filter of the two results are shown in Figure 7 . Note the improved shape of the pass band in (b) with deconvolution, and the recovery of the lower frequencies. a) b) Figure 6 . Hussar data showing a) the prestack migration, and b) the section deconvolved after migration.
Comments
Objection 1: It is true that a deconvolution after migration of a highly structured data can create aliasing of the steeply dipping data. In these cases, an improved deconvolution could be used that accounts for the dip in the FK domain. a) b) Figure 7 . Corresponding amplitude spectra of a) the prestack migration, and b) with deconvolution after migration.
A considerable number of seismic projects take place over relatively horizontal structures in sedimentary basins. In these projects, a trace deconvolution may be entirely adequate. The example above used a simple spiking deconvolution that is valid over the range within the data window that was used to define the convolution operator. A time varying (non-stationary) deconvolution would be more appropriate to cover the entire migrated section. A typical example would be a Gabor deconvolution Margrave, 2011.
The higher frequencies obtained with deconvolution after migration may require re-evaluation of the trace interval used in acquiring seismic data.
Conclusions
Deconvolution after migration should be a standard processing step to improve the resolution of the data. This is justified on the concept of least squares migration, and on the spectral envelope of signal and noise.
Migration attenuates noise, allowing the useable bandwidth to be extended at the lower and higher frequencies. Deconvolution recovers that bandwidth.
Deconvolution is especially important after a prestack migrations.
A special deconvolution may be required for highly structured 2D or 3D data.
